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XII. The Status of Women

in Leadership in Individual Sectors

Religion

Religion is as much part of political and governmental discourse as democracy, elections and
voting. Whether overtly or subtly, religion often inspires debates, policies, laws and protests.
Religious views and institutions drive social agendas, wars, diplomacy, and can be a source
of tremendous political influence. Some may argue that religious extremists are predominantly
responsible for the contrived moral panic plaguing some parts of the United States and abroad.
To a large extent, religious
institutions are often legally
unaccountable bastions of
gender inequality. Many religious
feminists such as Blu Greenberg, members of the Episcopal
Church, Ray Bourgeois, Reza
Aslan, and Naylene McBaine
have worked to effectuate the
public’s wide support for women
religious leaders. In fact, more
than 80 percent of the U.S.
public welcomes prominent
roles for female religious leaders
(Roper 2008).
Despite the support of parishioners and followers nationally,
leaders of most religious institutions have actively rejected
prominent leadership roles of and
for women. Understanding the
current leadership of religious
institutions will help prepare
religious feminists and their supporters to advocate for change.
Therefore, the presence and absence of women religious leaders
will be explored in this chapter.

“The truth is that male religious leaders have had -- and still

have -- an option to interpret holy teachings either to exalt
or subjugate women. They have, for their own selfish ends,
overwhelmingly chosen the latter. Their continuing choice
provides the foundation or justification for much of the pervasive
persecution and abuse of women throughout the world.”

— Former President Jimmy Carter, speaking to the Parliament of the
World’s Religions in 2009

Women in Religion
While several institutions and research centers seek to measure
U.S. religious affiliation, it is important to note that there exists
a tremendous gap in data about
affiliation, practices and leadership in the U.S. For example, the
U.S. Census Bureau does not
ask people about their religious
affiliation, and religious organizations lack transparency in
leadership. Additionally, religion
is much like race in terms of selfidentification and self-appraisal,
and therefore, varying measurements of identity. With this
stated, researchers have sought
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to capture the religious makeup
of the U.S. and religious leaders
overall with little available data.
Seven major religions exist in
the United States; three of the
seven are Christian-based and
comprise the majority of religious
participants.

Understanding the
current leadership of
religious institutions
will prepare religious
feminists and their
supporters for change.
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Gender by Religious Affiliation 2012
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2012 Affiliation by Gender
100%
80%

Among the United States’ more
popular religions, women followers comprise more than half
of each faith. Among Jewish,
Muslim, Buddhist and Hindu
faiths, women followers comprise less than 50 percent.
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The number of Americans who
do not consider themselves affiliated with any religion has grown
from 15 percent to almost 20
percent since 2007, which is the
highest percentage ever recorded by the Pew Research Center
(Pew 2012c). Forty-six percent
of women identify as following
an “other” faith and 41 percent
identify as unaffiliated. Women’s
religious affiliation has remained
virtually unchanged since 2009
(TWHP 2009).
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* According to Pew Research Center, there
exists fewer Protestants (48 percent) and
more unaffiliated (20 percent) compared to
the percentage estimated by the U.S. Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA World Factbook
2012a; Pew 2012a).
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U.S. Religious Participation
2012

(Pew 2012b)

cans, and the number of Protestants decreased from 53 percent
in 2007 to 48 percent in 2012.
While the number of Whites
identifying as unaffiliated has
risen by 5 percent, the number
of Blacks and Hispanics who
identify as unaffiliated has remained unchanged (Pew 2012c).
The racial composition of former
Protestants is unknown but it can
be assumed that Whites comprise the majority of those who
left the Protestant faith.
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The percentage of women attending seminary averages 33
percent. The greatest gender
gap exists among non-U.S.
students (i.e. visa students)
followed by Asians and then
Latinos and Whites. There were
considerable gender differences in seminary attendance
among most racial groups,
except Blacks and Native Americans. Among Native Americans
the gender gap was less than
20 percent; Black males and
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As the size of the
organization grows the
percentage of female
leaders shrinks.
females attended seminary
at nearly equal percentages.
However, when just doctoral
seminary students are examined, there are far fewer women.
This is likely to be the result of
limited opportunities for female
leaders in most major religions in
the U.S.
Women in Leadership
Female religious leaders compare to non-profit and philanthropic leadership in that women
are far more likely to lead small
and moderate size religious organizations; as the size of the organization grows the percentage
of female leaders shrinks. To
illustrate the average attendance
of protestant services led by a
male is 103 adults compared to
81 for services led by a female.
In 2009, there were twice as
many women senior pastors as
there were in 1999, yet this still
equates to only one in ten of
U.S. religious organizations that
employs a female senior pastor
(Barna Group 2009). Since
2009, the percentage of female
leaders has remained virtually
unchanged. What the researchers of this report were unable to
uncover about women’s religious
leadership is far greater than
what was uncovered.1

2011 2012 Seminary Enrollment, All Levels
100%

% Female
% Male

80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

AsianB

lack

Hispanic

NativeV

isa
Students

White

Not
Reported

(Association of Theological Schools [ATS] 2011)

As in other sectors, the impact
of women-led and founded
religious organizations has had
a positive impact on the overall
number of female leaders within
the organization. Consider the
following: six females have been
credited with the founding of
several modern world religions,
all of which are part of the New
Thought Movement of the 19th
and 20th centuries. Among
the female leaders: Emma
Curtis Hopkins founded the
New Thought Movement; Mary
Baker Eddy founded Christian
Science; Malinda E. Cramer
founded Divine Science; Helen
Blavatsky founded Theosophy;
Myrtle Fillmore and her husband
founded Unity Church; and Ellen
White founded the Seventh Day
Adventist (AAR 2012; Fiedler
2010). These religions have
many commonalities including
inclusivity, self-realization, and
human universalism. Not surprisingly, more women comprise the
leadership of these organizations
in 2012 than the major religions
covered in greater detail in this
chapter. Data on the leadership

of New Thought religious organizations is also widely accessible
to the public.
Baptist
While some religious groups
have expanded the role of
women in leadership roles,
others have curtailed women’s
abilities to hold leadership positions. The Baptist Church, the
largest Protestant denomination in the U.S., has prohibited
women pastors since 2000
(Fiedler 2010; Fairchild 2012).
The Baptist Church is also an illustration of an apparent division
within many Christian religions
particularly as it pertains to
gender roles and responsibilities in the church. In 2010, 53
women were ordained as ministers in Baptist churches, and
the church maintains that thousands of women have served in
ministry without being ordained
(Durso 2010). In 2010 more
women served as pastors than
in 2005, despite the fact that
women are not officially permitted to do so.

1 For example, it appears that some Pentecost churches permit women leaders and some do not. Virtually no data is available on

the status of the church’s leadership particularly the role of women. Because no creditable data source can be found, the Pentecost Church has been excluded from this chapter.
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Percentage of Female
Baptist Chaplains and
Counselors
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(BWIM 2010)

Researchers of this report
expect that women pastors will
rise despite the church’s gender
prohibition because female students and missionaries continue
to rise. Enrollment at Baptistaffiliated schools dropped in
2010, and yet, the percentage of
female students increased from
38.5 percent to 39.4 percent.
Women also made up 54 percent of all field missionaries in
2012 (Durso 2010).
Additionally, the percentage of
female chaplains and counselors
has increased slightly over the
last five years or so. The steady
but small increases of visible
female Baptist leaders also
suggest that the percentage of
women leaders will rise slowly
and steadily.
Catholicism
The Catholic Church is the
oldest established western
Christian church, and is also
the world’s largest religious
structure. Perhaps its rigor for
traditionalism explains why it
maintains gender disparity,

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

(Baptist Women in Ministry [BWIM] 2010)

particularly within its leadership. For example, nuns are
not ordained but they live a life
“consecrated to God” (Catholic Pages 2012). In 2010, the
Vatican decreed that ordaining women is a sin of the
same magnitude as pedophilia
(Hooper 2010).
Women cannot be ordained as
deacons, priests, or bishops,
and the ordained ministry is a
necessary step to institutional
leadership (Fiedler 2010). The

church also prohibits women
from leading mass or giving
communion. These Catholic
policies seem to be enforced
consistently and unilaterally,
unlike the policies of the Baptist
Church.
There is no question that Catholicism in the U.S., in general, has
been decreasing significantly
since 1975. While the number
of graduated seminarians and
parishes has remained constant
over the years, the number of

Catholic Leadership in the United States 2012
5

Active Cardinals

270

Active Bishops

5,105

Seminarians

17,816

Permanent Deacons

40,203

Diocesan and Religious
Order Priests

(United States Conference of Catholic
Bishops [USCCB] 2012)
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priests and sisters has declined
steadily. Perhaps it is no coincidence that as the number of
priests has declined, the number
of deacons has risen.
Aside from that which has already been stated there exists
virtually no data on Catholic
women, or religious sisters. A
secondary analysis reveals that
there has been a steady decline
of Catholic nuns in the U.S. To
illustrate, the Leadership Conference of Women Religious, a
“mainstream organization that
represents approximately 80
percent of the 57,000 nuns in
the U.S.” explains that Catholic
Churches have alienated nuns
(Cary 2012). Some have speculated that the decline of priests
is due to the vow of celibacy
and prohibition of marriage,
although the decline of priests
has not been as drastic as the
decline of nuns.

operating without such a leader
(Cary 2012). The gap in Catholic
leadership in the U.S. has forced
some churches to close.
Episcopalian
Unlike the Catholic Church, the
Episcopalian Church has been
ordaining females as deacons,
priests and bishops since 1976.
The church is one of the most
transparent major religious organizations in the U.S.
The Episcopal Church also has
a Church-led women’s organization devoted to equality; some
key points from the Episcopal
Women’s Caucus include:

Since nuns are prohibited from
being ordained leaders, approximately 3,000 out of 17,000 Catholic Churches in the U.S. are

Advocating for equal pay for
work of equal value in the
church and in the world.
Working for increased appointment or election of
women to leadership roles,
including the episcopate.

Catholic Leadership Participation

1975

1995

2005

Priests, Total
Priestly Ordinations
Graduate-level
Seminarians
Deacons, Permanent
Religious Brothers
Religious Sisters
Parishes
Parishes Without a
Resident Priest
Pastor

2012

(Center for Applied Research in the Apostolate [CARA] 2012)
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Episcopalians claim
the highest percentage
of female leaders
among any of the major
religions in the U.S.
Work for inclusion of women
and minorities in the church
Calendar and Sunday lections (The Episcopal Women’s Caucus 2012).
The Episcopalian Church is
divided into 2 houses: the House
of Bishops and the House of
Deputies. Each house shares
governing power equally. The
President of the House of Bishops is Dr. Katherine Jefferts
Schori. Dr. Katherine Jefferts
Schori presides over the House
of Bishops and its 300 bishops.
The President of the House of
Deputies is Rev. Gay Clark Jennings—the first ordained woman
to hold the position (Episcopal
Church 2012a). The Vice President of the House of Deputies
is Byron Rushing. In the House
of Deputies is The Council of
Advice, which is comprised of 9
appointed members. In 2012, 2
of the 9 members are women, or
22.2 percent (House of Deputies
2012).
Episcopalians claim the highest
percentage of female leaders
among any of the major religions
in the U.S. In fact, 31 percent
of rectors and vicars, or parish
priests, are female. This is an
increase of females compared to
2007 when women represented
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29 percent of priests (TWHP
2009). The Episcopalian Church
also elected a woman as the
Presiding Bishop, Dr. Katherine
Jefferts Schori in 2006 (Episcopal Church 2012b).

2010 Vicars and Rectors
(Parish Priests)
100%
80%
60%

Female
Male

40%
20%
0%

Vicars and Rectors

(Episcopal Church 2010)

Islam
Islamic interpretations vary as
widely as Christian interpretations, and perhaps more so.
Unlike Islamic countries whose
interpretations are sanctioned
by law, in the U.S. interpretations are left to the individual,
family and community practices
and beliefs. Unlike the various
Christian denominations, there
does not exist one national
Muslim authority, and instead,
several communities exist and
even work together. Because
there does not exist one national authority, researchers of
this report are unable to include
the national leadership representation. Yet, it is quite clear
that no women would exist in

the Islamic leadership as was
similarly found in the Catholic
Church.
It is important to note that in
some Islamic countries Muslim
women are permitted to serve
as scholars of the Quran and
muftis, which are authoritative
teachers of the religion.2 Yet,
even with more progressive
interpretations of the Quran,
women cannot become imams
or lead prayers of mixed-gender
services. Women generally have
segregated areas for prayers
and separate rooms for services
(Fiedler 2010). Generally speaking, these same interpretations
can be widely found in the U.S.
as well. For states with the largest percentage of mosques,
please refer to Appendix A.
More female converts in
mosques were recorded in a
2011 survey than in the 2000
survey. Whereas, in 2000, only
32 percent of all converts were
female, in 2011 41 percent of
converts were female (Bagby
2012).
Judaism
Generally speaking Judaism
allows women rabbis in Conservative, Reform and Reconstructionist traditions, but Orthodox
Judaism does not allow women
(Fiedler 2010).
Since 1972, 600 women have

become Reformed rabbis, and
there are currently a total of 200
Reformed rabbis in North America (Jewish Telegraphic Agency
[JTA] 2012).
Salaries
Newly ordained female seniors
or solo rabbis serving a congregation of 300 families earn
$97,746 while their male counterpart earns $102,934. Female
senior or solo rabbis with 5 to
8 years of experience serving
congregations with 600 or more
families earn $180,870 and
their male counterparts earn
$217,079 (JTA 2012). The salary
gap grows as the size of the
congregation grows, which is not
unlike the disparity found in most
of the other sectors.
Lutheranism
The Evangelical Lutheran
Church of America (ELCA) embraces the idea of their founder,
Martin Luther, that things must
be called what they really are.
For that reason, the Justice for
Women organization within the
ELCA calls the “sustainment of
male privilege in the church and
society sexism” ELCA 2012a).3
The ELCA does ordain women as
pastors and their hymnal includes
gender-neutral invocations and
benedictions (Wikipedia 2012a).
The ELCA has been ordaining
women for at least 40 years. In
2010, 21 percent of clergy were

2 In 2009, The UAE announced that it would appoint the world’s first state-sanctioned female muftis and have them trained and in

service by the end of 2010 (Elass 2009). However, there have been no updates on this since the information was first released
in 2009.
3 One woman recounts her experience. “I stood up and said, ‘You cannot use language like that in the church. You are welcome
to your opinions, but your language is unacceptable. You’ll need to leave if you cannot keep your comments appropriate.’ He
told me, ‘You need to sit down, little lady. I can say whatever I want.’ No one in the room came to my defense. I sat down because there was nothing else I could do.” - Our Voices, Our Stories (ELCA 2012a).
Benchmarking Women’s Leadership in the United States
University of Denver – Colorado Women’s College
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women and approximately 86
percent of ordained women and
83 percent of men were actively
serving in congregations (ELCA
2012b). Less than 20 percent of
ordained females comprised the
clergy in 2008; women experienced a slight increase within
two years.
Membership in the Lutheran
church has been on the downward trend since 1991, with the
largest decrease between 2009
and 2010 when membership fell
by 3.29 percent (ELCA 2012c).
Yet, the percentages of ordained
women (86 percent) to ordained
men (83 percent) have remained
unchanged. The discrepancy
between ordained women to
female clergypersons continues
to be grossly disproportionate.
Whereas the church ordains
86 percent of women, only 21
percent of women comprise the
clergy. Consider this in light of
the fact that the church ordains
83 percent of men and 83 percent of men comprise the clergy.
It is important to note that not all
Lutheran synods ordain women.
Some specifically prohibit
women in the clergy, such as the
Missouri and Evangelical synods
(Christians for Biblical Equality
[CBE] 2007).
Methodist
The United Methodist Church
(UMC) has ordained women
since 1968. The Methodist
church, like the Lutheran church,
has an internal organization for
women, the General Commission on the Status and Role
of Women, which was formed

Female Clergy in The United Methodist Church
17% 7% 19%

Ordained Elders
Ordained Deacons
District Superintendents
Bishops
Lead Pastors of Churches with
1000 Members or More

27%
77%
(UMC 2011)

Clergy Status by Gender United Methodist Church 2008
Part-Time Local Pastor

Female

Full-Time Local Pastor

Male

Associate Member
Probationalry Elder
Probationary Deacon
Elder, Full
Deacon, Full
0%

(GCSRW 2011)

20%

in 1972. The church publically
states that women lead 5 percent of its largest and most
influential churches (United
Methodist Church [UMC] 2011).
The number of senior female
pastors (7 percent) has remained unchanged since 2003
(TWHP 2009).
Mormonism
Approximately 56 percent of the
Mormon population is female
(Pew 2009), and no women
exist in the top leadership of the
church. Like many other religions, Mormonism maintains a
hierarchical religious structure,
and women are excluded from
leadership ranks. The church
excludes women from ordained
priesthoods, and therefore, they
cannot participate in church rites
such as baptizing. The church
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40%

60%

80%

100%

permits women to serve as missionaries and teachers; therefore, they may preach to the
congregation and lead prayers
during service. The Mormon
Church places special emphasis on women as mothers, so
Mormon women are encouraged
to make motherhood “their first
priority….and achieve prominence in later life in business,
education, medicine, and other
endeavors” (Church of LatterDay Saints [LDS] 2012).
Mormon women have formed an
organization within the church,
the Relief Society. Founded in
1842, membership is more than
5.5 million women aged 18 and
older. The Society meets once a
week for one hour and instructs
women on furthering the teachings of Jesus Christ within their
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Clergy Status by Race/Ethnicity United Methodist
Church 2008
Asian
African American/
Black
Hispanic/Latino
Native American
Pacific Islander
Caucasian/White
Multi-Racial

Part-Time Local Pastor
Full-Time Local Pastor
Associate Member
Probationalry Elder
Probationary Deacon
Elder, Full
Deacon, Full
0%
(GCSRW 2011)

20%

40%

own homes and families. Each
woman in the Relief Society is
assigned two other women to
“visit her home each month to
give a religious message and
offer help if needed” (LDS 2012).
Presbyterianism
The Presbyterian Church’s official policy has permitted women
to become ordained ministers
since 1956, although many
churches prohibit the ordination
of women (CBE 2007). Each
church is autonomous and can
elect its own officers and ordain
women as it chooses (Evangelical Presbyterian Church [EPC]
1984). With this stated, women
comprise 27 percent of pastors,
52 percent of elders, and 45 percent of “other ministers” (Hodges
2010). Researchers were unable
to retrieve additional data on
female leaders.
Sikhism
In 2012, Sikhism received national attention when opponents,
who having mistaken Sikhs
for Muslims, executed a mass
shooting at a temple in Wis-

60%

80%

100%

consin. Originating from India
in the 19th century, Sikhism
emphasizes “equality of humankind and disavows caste, class,
or gender discrimination” (CIA
World Factbook 2012b). In fact,
the Sikh religion emphasizes
gender equality. “Female subordination, the practice of taking
a husband or father’s last name
and practicing rituals that subordinate women are alien to Sikh
principles” (Fiedler 2010).4
More succinctly, non-Punjabi
Sikhs living in the U.S. are referred to as Gora (white) Sikhs.
Gora Sikhs practice gender
egalitarianism. Women are allowed to lead ceremonies and
may now wear a turban like the
men, as opposed to the traditional scarves (Wikipedia 2012b).
In 2012, Pew Research Center
reported that roughly 200,000
Sikhs live in the U.S., which the
center describes as a conservative estimate (Pew 2012a).
Salaries and Earnings
Only general information can
be attained about salaries and

earnings, albeit isolated and
limited in nature. Data was obtained from BLS.
As of May 2011, the Bureau of
Labor Statistics estimated that
chief executives of religious
organizations earn $176,550
on average, and senior-level
executives earn $114,490 annually (BLS 2011). The salary
breakdown based on gender
is unknown but in all likelihood
grossly disproportional, particularly as the size of the organization grows. Women are rarely in
senior executive positions and
therefore would not attain the
same pay opportunities.

Recommendations for
Closing the Leadership
Gap
Areas of Future Action
The voices of female clergy
need to be amplified and positioned as “thought leaders”
within society and as spiritual
guides.
It is important to have women
religious leaders more prominent in media to counter the
impression that women “don’t
belong” in this arena (TWHP
2009).
New spiritual interpretations
by both male and female
scholars would aid in better
understanding the role of
women in religious society.

4 “Seeker of truth,” Sikhs believe they were given human bodies to experience the Divine Light within themselves and everything

around them by meditating to recognize the Divine Light and being of service to others. (The Path of Sikh Dharma. http://
www.sikhdharma.org/content/path-sikh-dharma)
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To this end, its female constituents must advocate for
change to abolish policies
forbidding and prohibiting
female leaders within the
organization.
In addition to mentoring
and role modeling, provide
women with the tools for navigating the pathway to leadership with expert, hands-on,
one-on-one coaching. Several denominations offer
coaching for clergy; some
offer institutes or seminars
geared specifically to women
clergy or women seminarians
to help them as they enter a
male-dominated field.

Benchmarking Women’s Leadership in the United States
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Constituents should encourage search committees, congregation leaders and others
to follow their egalitarian
mission and make diversity in
top leadership a high priority.
Search committees should
examine their selection process; not only for candidates
but also for the “experts”
they rely on who recommend
candidates. Rethinking evaluation methods and interview
processes would provide
more complete measures by
which to assess candidates.
Religious leaders who are
trying to avoid controversy
by primarily or exclusively
recruiting men need to realize
that their congregations are
probably receptive to women
clergy.

Areas of Future Research
There is very little data on
religion in the U.S. Any quantitative or descriptive data
capturing the number of religious women leaders would
aid in better understanding
religious leadership.
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Appendix A
States with Largest Attendance at Eid Prayers
State

# of Mosques

Eid Average/Total

Texas

166

2.542/421,972

New York

257

1,529/392,953

Illinois

109

3,296/359,264

California

246

1,109/272,814

Virginia

62

3,436/213,032

Florida

118

1,397/164,846

New Jersey

109

1,474/160,666

Michigan

77

1,563/120,351

Pennsylvania

99

813/ 80,487

Georgia

69

762/ 52,578

(Bagby 2012)

5

5 Muslims who conduct Eid prayers in a mosque form the basis for measuring of total mosque participants in this study.
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